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ABSTRACT
This paper acts as a detailed research and understanding of amateurism within the
photographic medium and practice. The research serves to unveil the influence that the turn of
the 19th century amateurs in America and beyond have on contemporary photographers utilizing
aspects of amateurism. The history of amateur photography is discussed as a precursor to the
introduction of two contemporary photographers who utilize amateurism to varying degrees.
This paper exists as a way to learn from the amateur mindset and embrace the spontaneity and
magical whim of pointing and shooting. In order to satisfy the varying elements of amateurism in
photography, an analysis of the amateur tones in work made by photographers Nancy Rexroth
and Daido Moriyama is included after a historical discussion. Following the written portion is a
series of original photographs I made. These reflect on the history of amateurism and
photographic tools, as well as the examined techniques of deskilling. By reimagining
amateur-esque work through my own personal lens, I encounter the moments contemporary
photographers Rexroth and Moriyama seek through their practice.
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INTRODUCTION
The term “amateur” is defined as both “a person who takes part in an activity for pleasure
not as a job,” and “someone who does not have much skill in what they do.” (Cambridge) When
applying this term to photography, it is commonly associated with either the person operating the
camera, or the camera itself. However, amateur goes beyond the two, the term amateur can be
linked to other facets of the artistic process, such as aesthetic, expression and essence.
Contemporary photographer Jeff Wall provides insight into the motivations of photography’s
“critique of [its] own legitimacy” within the shift to modernism through reductivism in his
writing "Marks of Indifference": Aspects of Photography in, or as, Conceptual Art. (Wall 39)1
Wall’s writing aids in analyzing both the history of amateurism and the particular works of
photographers Nancy Rexroth and Daido Moriyama.
In the differing approaches to amateurism, the above artists share the goal of disrupting
the technical standard of photographic practice. These artists already carry the skillset of a
photographer, and they deskill themselves for the purpose of making art with intuition and whim
rather than a calculated mindset. I am exploring the work and background of these artists as a
means to understand and draw inspiration from their rejection of technologically advanced tools.
The process of studying each artist in dialogue with amateurism allows me to learn how to find a
new perspective when looking through a viewfinder. This thesis is designed to undo the
motivations of technical skill and thought, and instead introduce greater spontaneity, experiments
and emotions.

1

Jeff Wall, "’Marks of Indifference’: Aspects of Photography in, or as, Conceptual Art,” (1995): 39.
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HISTORY OF THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
Amateur photography in America finds its roots in George Eastman’s 1888 invention of
the Kodak Number One box camera. With a fixed aperture and focus, preloaded film of 100
exposures, and the motto, “You press the button, we do the rest,” the Kodak Number One was
perfect for all amateurs who could spare twenty-five dollars.2 This simplified process of roll film
followed its more technical predecessors wet-collodion and dry-gelatin plates. The use of these
cameras was not technically motivated. Saving memories was the purpose for many of the users,
and family photo albums were a result. This act of pointing and shooting led to the snapshot
photography movement, which, in turn, inspired the formation of organizations of more technical
amateur photographers—who were hoping for their craft’s recognition as fine art—one group
being the Photo-Secession.
The Photo-Secession was a group formed in 1902 by Alfred Stieglitz. Stieglitz was more
concerned with a fine art aesthetic and technical knowledge than the mainstream amateur
photographer. He abandoned the snapshot fad to lead a more technically elevated and sound
movement. When writing of the term amateur, he explains the “mistake” made when using the
word within the realm of photography. He believed that the term amateur should not be used to
excuse “atrociously poor photographs.”3 In his 1887 piece, “A Word or Two about Amateur
Photography in Germany,” written for the magazine Amateur Photographer while he studied in
Europe, before he separated himself from the realm of amateur photography, he states, “nearly
all the greatest work is being, and has always been done, by those who are following

2

Mia Fineman, “Kodak and the Rise of Amateur Photography,” In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History.
New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–.
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/kodk/hd_kodk.htm (October 2004).
3
Alfred Stieglitz, “A Word or Two about Amateur Photography in Germany,” Amateur Photographer,
(1887).
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photography for the love of it, and not merely for financial reasons. As the name implies, an
amateur is one who works for love; and viewed in this light the incorrectness of the popular
classification is readily apparent.”4 The definition of amateur at the time of his writing may have
been less flexible than it is today.
The 19th century American magazine, The Art Amateur, was a “monthly journal devoted
to the cultivation of art in the household,” according to its cover page. In an 1885 edition, a
section titled, “Amateur Photography,” discussed the original amateurs of the field—the
inventors of the medium. The author states, “Photography is primarily the art of the amateur. The
professional photographer is only his descendant.” Those who discovered the light sensitive
materials and chemicals, including Joseph Niépce and Louis Daguerre, “were all amateurs, lured
on by the fascinating and mysterious process in which nature, science and art join hands.” This
perspective compares photography’s experimental roots to medicine, but also shines light on its
“abiding charm” and pleasure.5 This publication not only offered background on the root of
amateurism in photography, but also provided accessible instructions for amateurs on making
exposures with dry plates, developing negatives and printing.
Literature on amateur photography in the time of its emergence expanded past America.
Joseph August Lux, an Austrian art and architect critic, took the approach of writing from a
cultural perspective in his 1908 book, Künstlerische Kodakgeheimnisse (Artistic Secrets of the
Kodak). Lux focuses on the Kodak Brownie, a less expensive box camera than the Kodak
Number One, released at the turn of the 19th century. It sold for one dollar and its marketing was
geared towards kids which allowed it to fall into the lap of a wider array of everyday amateurs.6
Stieglitz, “A Word or Two about Amateur Photography in Germany.”
M. G. H., "Amateur Photography," The Art Amateur 12, no. 6 (1885): 126.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25628335.
6
Joseph August Lux and Mark Jarzombek, "Artistic Secrets of the Kodak," Thresholds, no. 22 (2001):
60-63. http://www.jstor.org/stable/43876097.
4
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Mark Jarzombek, Professor of the History and Theory of Architecture at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), wrote a chapter titled, “Joseph August Lux: Theorizing Early Amateur
Photography—in Search of a ‘Catholic Something’”7 in the Centropa Journal of European
Architecture and Art. Jarzombek analyzes Lux’s writings on Kodak’s “secret” of creating a
simple camera meant for amateurs who will bring “a new artistic life into the photograph” rather
than for professionals who make “sweet, genre-esque and unartistic” compositions. Lux saw the
camera as more than a machine and expressed his idea that it’s “lack of focus” allowed for a
“higher order of vision.” Jarzombek concluded from Lux’s writings that the amateur
photographers who were “using modern equipment against its own inner logic” during the time
of the Kodak box cameras were the steppingstone for future artists who followed suit in
producing work with the amateur philosophy.8
In the mid 1950s, Iceland had its own experience with amateur photography. Reykhavík’s
Amateur Photography Association (Félag áhugaljósmyndara, Reykjavik) was founded in 1953. It
served as a place for anyone and everyone interested in photography. The group was a mix of
professionals, amateurs and everything in between. The group’s “emphasis was primarily on the
artistic aspects of photography, while there was less discussion of technical aspects, to judge
from the agenda of meetings.” During this time there was a clear separation in the motivations of
the amateur and the skilled, “the professionals emphasized craftsmanship, while the amateurs
were more interested in the artistic aspects of photography.”9 Reykhavík’s Amateur Photography
Association often held exhibitions with judging panels. There was not a greater emphasis on the
7

“Catholic something” is a phrase Austrian writer Joseph August Lux used to explain himself as someone
who was a modernist with roots in tradition and Catholicism.
8
Mark Jarzombek, “Joseph August Lux: Theorizing Early Amateur Photography - in Search of a Catholic
Something,'" Centropa, Journal of European Architecture and Art 4/1 (January 2004): 83.
9
Guðrnn Harðardóttir, “Amateur photography groups in Reykjavík 1950–70,” History of Photography,
23:1, (1999): 43.
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professional over the amateur. The photographers with work featured in the 1954 show at the
National Museum of Iceland were chosen by a panel of two professionals and three amateurs.
Majority of the 38 photographers were amateurs, and six were professionals. This marked
Iceland’s first show by an amateur photographic society and the “principal objective was to
foster public interest in art photography, where the composition was, perhaps, of more
importance than the description of the subject itself.”10 These objectives were geared more
towards elevating amateur photographers, so they could go up against professionals.
Amateur photography work has not always been accessible and accepted. Following the
end of Joseph Stalin’s rule in 1953, there was a decrease in censorship, an increase in affordable
camera production and encouragement of productive leisure—the contribution to “the integration
of the individual, to allow her full self-possession and realization of her human essence as well
as restoring her for the next day’s labor.”11 Despite what would seem to be the time for freedom
of artistic expression to thrive after being suppressed, the return of photography groups and the
journal Sovetskoe foto (Soviet Photo) lead to the exclusion and discouragement of independent
amateur photography. If one did not belong to a photography club in the Soviet Union, they were
expected to not practice “unaffiliated” photography. To the clubs and journal, unregulated
photography reflected negatively on the industry and hurt their goals of gaining respect in the
artistic circles. Regulation of amateurs allowed for the clubs and journal to offer “collective
criticism” to the eager amateurs wanting to gain technical and aesthetic skills, as well as access
to camera equipment and chemicals. The amateurs who rejected this attempt of sanctioning

Harðardóttir, “Amateur photography groups in Reykjavík,” 48.
David Crowley and Susan E. Reid, eds. 2010, “Pleasures in Socialism: Leisure and Luxury in the
Eastern Bloc,” Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 30.
10
11
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photography practices were making work with the intent of being different; they did not want to
submit to the “aesthetic supervision” of fellow photographers.12
Back in North America in 1995, Canadian artist Jeff Wall wrote “Marks of Indifference”:
Aspects of Photography in, or as, Conceptual Art. The essay exists in two parts, “From
Reportage and Photodocumentation” and “Amateurization.” The latter explores how and when
this mimetic nature of amateurism began.13 The medium of photography was flipped on its head
by “deconstructive radicalism” and its efforts to attain a “modernist autocritique.” These radical
photographers felt that art-photography was merely imitating “high art” and, with less skill use,
was replicating the “esoteric worlds of technique and ‘quality.’” Wall explains amateurization as
a “utopian project of rediscovering the roots of creativity in a spontaneity and intersubjectivity
freed from all specialization and spectacularized expertise combined with the actual profusion of
light consumer technologies to legitimate a widespread ‘de-skilling’ and ‘re-skilling’ of art and
art education.” Many photographers of the 1960s were searching for creativity through mass
produced, simple-to-use cameras, such as the Kodak Brownie.14 Rather than mimic high art,
these photographers mimicked the amateur.
Wall defines amateurism as “a radical reductivist methodology insofar as it is the form of
an impersonation” and within Photoconceptualism, an “artist’s performance as a non-artist,
despite being a non-artist, is nevertheless compelled to make photographs.” The resulting
photographs are usually lackluster, but this is necessary for them to reach the realm of
reductivism and ideals of conceptual art.15 Reductivism within art is the simplification of the
Jessica Werneke (2019), “Nobody understands what is beautiful and what is not”: Governing Soviet
Amateur Photography, Photography Clubs and the Journal Sovetskoe Foto, Photography and Culture,
12:1, 47-68, DOI: 10.1080/17514517.2019.1581473
13
The phrase “amateur mimesis” is Canadian artist Jeff Walls’s way of describing a skilled
photographer’s imitation of or deskilling to an amateur.
14
Wall, "Marks of Indifference," 42.
15
Wall, "Marks of Indifference," 44.
12
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medium. In order for a skilled photographer to deskill themselves, they must perform as an
amateur. Wall recognizes the cultivation of the amateur photographer by the “popular system of
photography based on a minimal level of skill [which] was instituted by George Eastman in
1888, with the Kodak slogan, ‘you push the button; we do the rest.’” Such accessible equipment
drew in skilled photographers searching for creativity. Wall quotes Jean-Luc Godard, who
“debunked his own creativity with the comment that ‘Kodak does 98 percent.’”16
Around 1966, manufacturers like Nikon and Polaroid were elevating the photography
technology made available to the everyday masses. This was the moment when the imitation of
the Kodak amateur flourished. Wall explains conceptualism’s “capacity to [turn] toward the past
just as the past darts by into the future; it elegizes something at the same instant that it points
toward the glimmering actualization of avant-garde utopianism through technological
progress.”17
Following Wall’s logic on the end of the authentic amateur photographer during the
technological shift of the sixties, it would seem the amateur was born again when the iPhone was
introduced in 2007. Today, on a global scale, a handheld, simple to use, high quality camera lives
in the pocket of most of the population. The smartphone is a “re-invention of the amateur
camera.”18 The digital footprint of smartphone cameras allows the “amateur image [to become]
immediately transformable, transmissible, transcodeable, and taggable in real time.”19 Users can
even add filters onto images in real-time. Due to this accessibility of smartphone cameras, it
seems as if everyone is a photographer, and most are amateur photographers.

Wall, "Marks of Indifference," 42.
Wall, "Marks of Indifference," 43.
18
Chris Chesher, “Between image and information: The iPhone camera in the history of photography,”
Studying Mobile Media: Cultural Technologies, Mobile Communication, and the iPhone, (2012): 1-2.
19
Chesher, “Between image and information: The iPhone camera in the history of Photography,” 2.
16
17
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NANCY REXROTH
American photographer Nancy Rexroth’s 1977 photobook IOWA made the amateur
plastic toy Diana camera a household name. The book was the first of its kind, consisting
exclusively of photographs made with a plastic toy camera that sold for a dollar and fifty cents at
the time. Rexroth spent six years shooting on her Diana camera, embracing all of its
imperfections.20 She photographed pieces of the landscape and domestic scenes of southeastern
Ohio. The images vary between documentation of exteriors and interiors of houses, children, and
self-portraits, and they all share a ghostly aura, as almost a photographic visualization of what
memories look like in our mind.
According to Rexroth, she gravitated towards the Diana camera in 1969 during graduate
school at Ohio University. She was irritated by the intense focus on the technical aspects of
photography, she wanted to loosen up more in her practice. She recounts, “An instructor had
discovered the Diana in Chinatown, New York, and brought it back for use in the beginning
photography classes. I saw him use the camera, and I realized that he had somehow loosened
up…and he was almost silly while using the camera.”21 Following her introduction to the Diana,
she spent time experimenting with its capabilities. She eventually shot exclusively on her Diana
for an extended period of time.
IOWA refers to a state of mind; the images Rexroth was making in Ohio reminded her of
her childhood summers spent in Iowa. The resulting photographs from the Diana provided an
aesthetic that mirrored the reconnection with her childhood memories. However, she was not
aware of this subconscious attraction to finding moments that resonated with her past until
working with the camera for a five-year period. “It was the dream, the liquid dream of the
Patricia Briggs, Art on Paper 5, no. 1 (2000): 86-87. http://www.jstor.org/stable/24558099.
Blake Andrews, “Q & A With Nancy Rexroth,” Blake Andrews Blogspot, February 11, 2011,
http://blakeandrews.blogspot.com/2011/02/q-with-nancy-rexroth.html.
20
21
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images that I could make with [the Diana]. I went somewhere with the camera, into my own
private landscape, a real mental spot, of needing, of longing, and with a real love of the
beautiful...When I was photographing, it seemed that I was awake and dreaming at the same
time. This connection was an actual fact.”22 Rexroth’s process with the amateur camera was
spontaneous and intuitive.
Jonathan Green, editor and curator of Aperture’s Volume 19, Number 1, of The Snapshot,
included Rexroth’s Diana images accompanied by her statement classifying her work as,
“something you might faintly see in the background of a photograph. Strange fuzzy leaves,
masses and forms, simplified doorways. Sometimes I feel as though I could step over the edge of
the frame and walk backwards into this unknown region. Then I would keep right on walking.”23
There is a common theme of blurry invitation or obscurity among the responses to Rexroth’s
images.
Critic and curator Lyle Rexer proposes, “If you were going to make a photograph of
desire—or of something dreamed, lost, remembered, or imagined—you would make it with a
Diana camera.” In Rexer’s review of Rexroth’s IOWA, he observes the aesthetic of the images
produced with the Diana. Rexroth had the ability to produce a familiar atmosphere through
“obscuring the specifics of its subjects, [making] anyplace close enough to home.” The
impreciseness of the low-tech camera resulted in “making each exposure an adventure.” Rexer
also touches on the familiarity in the obscure images. The work of IOWA feels like what “you
might find in an old drawer you were cleaning out in your parents’ house, except that hers hold
the promise of universal memories, available no matter who you are, where you grew up. I
thought for an instant that I recognized all the people in the pictures, and that I might find myself
Andrews, “Q & A With Nancy Rexroth.”
Jonathan Green, "The Snapshot," Aperture 19, no. 1 [73] (1974): 55.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/24471298.
22
23
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among them.” Rexer offers a statement that properly defines “Rexroth’s way” at the conclusion
of his review, “She gave herself up to the momentary vagaries of chance in order to give us
images that transcend time.”24
IOWA is an attempt to capture the essence of childhood memories through the mystical
qualities of Diana camera images. Her work is reminiscent of German existential
phenomenologist Martin Heidegger’s views on truth and how the subject matter of an artwork
functions. Heidegger’s writing, The Origin of the Work of Art, art is the happening of truth. The
truth is uncovered through artwork and it is a representation of what is not seen in the world. In
his writing, he offers the example of Vincent van Gogh’s painting of worn-out shoes to defend
what the subject matter of an artwork evokes. The painting is not a mere replication of a pair of
shoes, but a rendition of an “equipmental being,” the actual experience and encounter of a pair of
shoes.25 It is in this uncovering of the shoe’s essence that results in the opening up of a world of a
being; in this particular case, Rexroth’s Diana photographs open up her state of mind in rural
Ohio. The artist does not have to capture the very likeness of the thing in order to reveal its
essence. Rexroth’s own analogy in The Snapshot of stepping through the frame to explore the
blurry forms of familiar domestic spaces and landscapes supports Heidegger’s explanation of the
world opened up by artwork’s essence. Rexroth achieves this revelation of essence, and IOWA
exposes the very aura of Rexroth’s reality in Ohio.
Rexroth relies on the unreliable. She put trust into the Diana camera to make images that
could emulate memories of her childhood. Her practice disrupted the high tech and high
expectations of photography in order for her to take a chance on a toy camera. The ghostly yet
inviting atmosphere of IOWA would not have been accomplished if she had not picked up the

24
25

Rexer, Art on Paper 9, no. 4, 76.
Martin Heidegger, The Origin of the Work of Art, (1950): 181
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Diana camera in the midst of her technically driven college career. Viewing these images
decades after their creation allows for the viewing through a new lens. The square format of the
images preceed early Instagram and its fuzzy sepia toned filters. Rexroth-esque images filled
Instagram timelines and became a desirable aesthetic for the early users. Now, the use of
Instagram filters is less prevalent. If someone uses an early Instagram era filter, they likely are
making a statement on the dated aesthetic of the platform. Rexroth’s use of lower tech was for
the purpose of authenticity in capturing nostalgic moments.
IOWA demonstrates an unsuspecting power held by the tools of the amatuer, and Rexroth
harnessed that power to open up a world within her images.
DAIDO MORIYAMA
Japanese photographer Daido Moriyama strives to keep it casual and authentic in the act
of pointing and shooting. Even his 2010 book, How I Take Photographs, exists casually as an A5
paperback guide to street photography. This is not only a guidebook, but a photobook—giving
readers the opportunity to learn from his words and images.
Moriyama’s philosophy is simple— “The only way you can ensure that a shot will ever
be at all meaningful is if you take it. Don’t think too hard about it beforehand, don’t be too
self-conscious or rational – just press the shutter button. There’ll be all the time in the world for
other people to come along later and attach whatever implications or ‘meaning’ they like to it.” 26
He wants interpretations of his images to evolve with time and people. How I Take Photographs
chronicles Moriyama’s technique, advice and words he continues to live by at 82 years of age.
Author Takeshi Nakamoto follows Moriyama through the streets of Japan and interviews him
along the way. Within the first pages, Moriyama’s wisdom begins, “The first thing I always tell
Daidō Moriyama and Takeshi Nakamoto, Daido Moriyama: How I Take Photographs, trans. Lucy
North, English edition. London, United Kingdom: Laurence King Publishing Ltd, (2019): 53.
26
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anyone who asks me for advice is: get outside. It’s all about getting out and walking. That’s the
first thing. The second thing is, forget everything you’ve learned on the subject of photography
for the moment, and just shoot. Take photographs – of anything and everything, whatever
catches your eye. Don’t pause to think. That’s the advice I give people.”27 The act of deskilling is
essential in Moriyama’s execution of street photography. He insists on seeing beyond technical
standards and shooting more freely like an amateur photographer would.
The benefit of shooting mindlessly shows up many years later as his images captured
“without particular thought decades ago have a way of turning into images that, ten or twenty
years later, can completely transcend his original intentions and motivations.”28 The meaning is
secondary to him. What comes first is capturing a moment in time, even blurred ones.
Moriyama’s well known 1971 image, Stray Dog, was captured in a chance encounter on a
street in Misawa, Japan. He usually shoots things in passing, and this moment frozen in time
encapsules the gaze of Moriyama looking at the dog, and the dog looking back in his direction.
Art critic Carter Ratcliff describes this situation by stating, “Animate or inanimate, things acquire
meaning in an exchange of gazes. The Stray Dog’s glance is significant not because it is so
direct, so engaging, but because it is strangely oblique. We can’t be sure that the dog is focusing
on Moriyama or anything at all. This photograph is not the record of a full satisfying contact, a
unifying exchange between two beings. The photographer has met his totemic Other and
managed only to distract a bit.”29 Ironically, Moriyama compares himself to the mannerisms of a
stray dog. He walks the main roads, then wanders down the alleyways. In a 2012 interview with
Tate, he reminisces on the day the Stray Dog images were made, “I stepped out of the hotel in
27

Moriyama and Nakamoto, Daido Moriyama: How I Take Photographs, (2019): 11.
Moriyama and Nakamoto, Daido Moriyama: How I Take Photographs, (2019): 52-53.
29
Carter Ratcliff, "Surface Acts: The Photographs of Daido Moriyama," Art on Paper 4, no. 5 (2000): 47,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/24557928.
28
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the morning to go out for a photo shoot, the dog was just there so I immediately took several
pictures. I realized later in the darkroom when I printed the image how amazing this dog’s
expression is. Snapshots are all about an instant moment, and this dog instantly became a part of
me. I’m actually honored to be compared with that dog.”30 Moriyama photographs everything
with the same mindset, so each of his images share grittiness and spontaneous energy, both of
which invoke the amateur photographer aesthetic.
When it comes to his equipment, Moriyama states, “I’ve always said it doesn’t matter
what kind of camera you’re using – a toy camera, a polaroid camera or whatever – just as long as
it does what a camera has to do.” Impactful imagery is possible with the simplest of gear.
Moriyama embraces the convenience in his equipment; he started his practice using film point
and shoots up until the digital camera was released. Moriyama moved along with the technology
and began utilizing compact digital point and shoots without plans to go back to film, even
though his devoted fans were against this shift. He is not so concerned with what others think of
his techniques or decisions. He believes in the out with the old, in with the new sentiment. His
goal is to shoot on what is most convenient in the environment of street photography. Moriyama
is firm on his viewpoint that, “To spend too much time wondering whether a shot is good enough
or not contradicts the whole point of snapshot. You don’t deliberate on a snapshot – that would
be a contradiction in terms.”31 Even though he made the switch to digital, he remains disciplined
in not getting distracted by the LCD screen after making images.
Moriyama’s childhood also plays a role in how he approaches image making. In the Tate
interview, he shares, “Japanese people often talk of home as a place where you are born, grow up
and everyone is there but I don’t have such a home. I’ve been moving a lot since I was a child. I
Tate, “Daido Moriyama: In Pictures,” Uploaded Friday, November 2, 2012, Vimeo, Video, 11:21,
https://vimeo.com/52692514.
31
Moriyama and Nakamoto, Daido Moriyama: How I Take Photographs, (2019): 74.
30
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am creating my own home by connecting pieces of images from my imagination and things I saw
as a child. That’s how I feel about my work.”32 In this self reflection, there is a similarity
between Moriyama and Rexroth. Both seek to make images from the memories that exist in their
minds. They both achieve this through their handling and choice of cameras.
Passion is what should drive the person behind the camera. Moriyama goes in depth on
the desire that motivates the capturing of an image, “That desire the photographer must feel in
the instant he takes the shot. If you don’t have desire, you won’t see what’s there. I’m talking
about the desire you feel in that moment when you see something that compels you to take your
shot – it could be a woman, or anything. Desire is all around us; there’s a huge, limitless supply
of it. It’s important to be true to that desire. To take a photograph that is at all interesting or
meaningful you must become one with that desire when you press the shutter button.”33
Moriyama’s entire artistic practice seeks intuitiveness, and because of his authentic approach to
this, he makes unforgettable images.
CREATIVE RESPONSE AND REFLECTION
Kodak Brownie box camera, 50th Anniversary Edition, 1930
I went straight to the root of American amateur photography and purchased a Kodak
Brownie box camera. I shot with 120 film and had a friend develop and scan my negatives. This
camera was originally advertised to be incredibly easy to use. However, I felt inept when first
encountering this amateur tool. Having never worked with loading 120 film onto a spool, it took
multiple attempts to correctly prep my camera for shooting. I started in the foyer of my
apartment building where a large skylight opens over the staircase. I nervously took my first
exposure and advanced my roll. It was a sunny day, so I took the Brownie to the street. I

32

33

Tate, “Daido Moriyama: In Pictures.”
Moriyama and Nakamoto, Daido Moriyama: How I Take Photographs, (2019): 13.
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photographed my surroundings on foot and walked to a friend’s apartment to make a portrait, and
to finish the roll, I took a mirror selfie. This act of pointing and shooting from the hip through a
foggy viewfinder felt like I was traveling through time. I was disconnected from the familiar
smartphone gesture of holding the camera at eye level, seeing the digital result instantaneously.
With the Brownie, I was more in the moment, hoping the film would capture some semblance of
what I was seeing in front of me.
I also felt out of my league holding this box camera, even though it was created for
children. The release of this particular Brownie marked the 50th anniversary of Kodak. There
were 557,000 cameras distributed across North America to children of at least 12 years of age
free of cost. According to a press release, the gift to the “Children of America” had two
motivations, sentiment and business. On the sentiment side, the anniversary camera acted as “a
token of appreciation to the grandparents and parents who for fifty years have played so
important a part in the development of amateur picture-taking in America, and of the Eastman
Kodak Company. To place in the hands of their children and grandchildren an admittedly
important educational and character-building force.” The business side had similar goals of
“interesting hundreds of thousands more children in picture-taking. And thus to raise amateur
photography, among the coming generation to even greater heights than its present remarkable
peak. For as amateur photography increases in popularity, the use of Kodak products will
naturally increase with it.”34
I realize that I am fulfilling these exact purposes. I have used this camera in my
“educational” endeavors with a goal of practicing amateurism and “character-building” behind
the viewfinder. I made photographs with the tool of a twelve-year-old child, and I felt liberated.
34

Chuck Baker, n.d., “Eastman Anniversary Camera.” The Brownie Camera.
http://www.brownie-camera.com/anniv.shtml.
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Skylight
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Parking Lot
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Meter

22

Sidewalk

23

Hydrant

24

Claire
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Blinds

26

Mirror Selfie
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Olympus Stylus 70 Zoom 35mm point and shoot, 1993
I purchased my Olympus point and shoot in 2019 with the hopes of cementing more pure
memories. I find that when I make an image that I have no way of accessing for an extended
period of time, I cherish the memory made to a greater degree. Within my thesis, I utilized the
Olympus to encounter chance moments at the click of a button. I desired the magical sensation of
my images living inside of the roll wound within my low-tech camera, and I hoped to disrupt my
overcalculated handling of my high-tech camera. Also, I do not retouch or edit any of my 35mm
images. Whatever is captured in front of my camera exists exactly how the film saw it when the
shutter opened.
I documented my domestic life happenings as well as street encounters in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. I realized I had lower expectations when using my Olympus. I knew of its
capabilities and its spontaneous nature, so I treated each moment captured as a one and done
scenario. I had to trust that the image I made was sufficient enough for one exposure. Shooting
with this mindset allowed me to see more of my surroundings. Usually, when I shoot on my
DSLR or iPhone, I take a handful of images of the same thing; I lose sight of what is happening
in real life and get so consumed by the images I am making. I get caught up in trying to capture
an image how I see fit until I am satisfied. Pointing and shooting like an amateur combats this
urge to make perfect photographs, and allows for greater living in the moment experiences.
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Two Red Balloons
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Morning Fog
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Window Hydrant
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Titanic Curtsy
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Couch Trio
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Field Hydrant
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Goldendoodle and Grass
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Sony Cyber-shot TX1, 2009
I rediscovered my brother’s 2009 Sony Cyber-shot when rummaging through containers
of camera chargers tucked away in my family’s coat closet. I felt I had hit the jackpot, as I
constantly find myself gravitating towards dated documentation of my family’s life. I began a
new documentation of my family and friends, and eventually practiced street photography, with
this dated equipment. I use the term “dated” lightly, it is a way to label the decade distance
between the new memories and older technology.
I went into downtown Chattanooga and met with a few seasoned street photographers. I
was immediately intimidated by these higher tech cameras, especially as my pocket sized
Cyber-shot dangled from my wrist. I reminded myself of Daido Moriyama’s advice in How I
Take Photographs, and I made snapshots. Anytime something caught my eye I pointed my
camera in its direction, made an image, and let the camera immediately return to swinging
around my wrist. My pace varied as I perused all the sidewalk had to offer. I noticed my resulting
images focused more on objects and colors, and less on people. Part of me felt out of my
element, and I am sure this subconsciously blocked me from making more photographs of
strangers. I plan to expand upon my initial street photography experience in hopes of capturing
more authenticity.
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Star Artists
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Black in Blue
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Yellow Line
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Double Mirror Selfie
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Boxes and Rust
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Taped and Bagged Meters

43

Less Hate Window
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CREATIVE RESPONSE CONCLUSION
When I look at my images on the Brownie, Olympus and Cyber-shot, I feel connected to
Nancy Rexroth and Daido Moriyama. I know them even though they do not know me. After
spending time with their photographs, their words and the responses from fellow artists and
reviewers, I am incredibly eager to learn more and make more. I have begun to understand my
motivations more clearly as I search for pure memories and magical moments through the
amateur mindset of spontaneity and whim. Using amateur cameras truly is a performative
experience, as Jeff Wall explains in “Marks of Indifference.” It allows me to take on a persona of
someone who has a less clouded mindset of overcalculations and expectations. The act of
pointing and shooting has brought me feelings of child-like wonderment and photographs that I
hold a stronger connection to than any technically sound image I have made.
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